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1. INTRODUCTION1
Within industrial communication systems, fieldbus
networks are specially devoted for the
interconnection of process controllers, sensors and
actuators, at the lower level of the factory automation
hierarchy.
Among other characteristics, these hierarchical levels
have dissimilar message flows. It is possible to
classify (Prince, and Soloman, 1981) such flows,
carried by the communication systems, according to:
· the required response time, that is, how
quickly messages must be transferred;
· their length, that is, the amount of
information to be transferred;
· the required reliability, which means, for
instance, the importance of error-free or
guaranteed delivery;
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· the message rate, in other words, how
frequently an application task sends a
particular type of message, for instance,
from a sensor to the process controller.
In a rough way, one can say that time constraints are
more stringent as we go down in the automation
hierarchy. In the context of this paper, we consider
time constraints or deadlines, as the maximum delay
between sending a request and receiving the related
response at the application level. In other words, we
are emphasising the association of deadlines to
messages cycles (request followed by response at the
application level).
The message cycle delay is made up of multiple
factors, such as transmission time (frame length /
transmission rate), protocol processing time and
pr pagation, access or queuing delays. As we are
dealing with real-time communication across a
shared transmission medium, the most relevant
factors to our analysis are the access and queuing
delays, which heavily depend on the Medium Access
Control mechanism.
Different approaches for the Medium Access Control
mechanism have been adopted by fieldbus
communication systems. As relevant examples, we
can mention the timed token protocol in Profibus
(EN 50170, 1996b), the centralised polling in FIP
(EN 50170, 1996c), the virtual token passing in
P-NET (EN 50170, 1996a) and the CSMA/CA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance) in CAN (SAE J1583, 1992).
Recently, several studies on the ability of fieldbus
networks to cope with real-time requirements have
been presented, such as (Tindell, et al., 1994; Zuberi
and Shin, 1997) on CAN, (Pedro and Burns, 1997;
Vasques 1996) on FIP, (Tovar and Vasques, 1998a)
on P-NET and finally (Tovar and Vasques, 1998b) on
Profibus.
In this paper, a methodology to guarantee the real-
time requirements of Profibus based distributed
applications is described. The methodology is based
on the knowledge of the real-time traffic
requirements, allocating enough bandwidth to each
network node in order to cope with it. However,
since non-real-time traffic requirements are usually
not known at the design stage, we consider an
operational profile where, by constraining non-real-
time traffic, we ensure that real-time requirements
are met.
2. ESSENTIALS ON PROFIBUS PROTOCOL
2.1. General Characteristics
The Profibus MAC includes a token passing
procedure used by master stations to communicate
between each other, and a master-slave procedure
used to communicate with slave stations (or generally
to communicate with stations not holding the token).
Figure 1 illustrates this hybrid-operating mode.
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Fig. 1. Profibus MAC Hybrid Operating Mode.
The MAC protocol, implemented at the layer 2 of the
OSI reference model, is called Field bus Data Link
(FDL). In addition to controlling the token cycle time
and the bus access, the FDL is also responsible for
the provision of data transmission services for the
FDL user (user of the link layer, e. g. the application
layer). Profibus supports four basic non-cyclic data
transmission services: Send Data with No
acknowledge (SDN); Send Data with Acknowledge
(SDA); Request Data with Reply (RDR) and Send
and Request Data (SRD).
The SDN is an unacknowledged service mainly used
for broadcasts from an active station to all the other
bus stations. Conversely, all the other services are
based on a real dual relationship between the initiator
(master station holding the token) and the responder
(passive or active station not holding the token).
Another important characteristic of these services is
that they must be immediately answered, with an
acknowledge or a response. This feature, which is
particularly important for the real-time bus operation,
is also called “immediate-response”.
In addition to these non-cyclical services, industrial
applications often require the use of cyclical
transmission methods. A centrally controlled polling
method (cyclical polling) is a suitable transmission
method to scan basic field devices, such as sensors or
actuators. Profibus enables a polling list to be created
in the FDL layer, and can thus carry out a cyclical
polling based on the non-cyclical RDR and SDR
services.
An important Profibus concept is the message cycle.
A message cycle consists of a master station’s action
frame (request or send/request frame) and the
associated acknowledgement or response frame. User
data may be transmitted in the action frame (send) as
well as in the response frame (response).
All stations, except the token holder (initiator) shall
in general monitor all requests. The
acknowledgement or response shall arrive within a
predefined time, the slot time, otherwise the initiator
repeats the request. The initiator shall not issue a
retry or a new request before the expiration of a
waiting period (Idle Time).
All the real-time properties of the Profibus protocol
presented in this paper are based on the knowledge of
the messages cycle time length. This time includes
the time needed to issue the action frame and receive
the associated response and also should include
possible message retries.
2.2. Behaviour of the Access Control
After receiving the token, the measurement of the
token rotation time begins. This measurement expires
at the next token arrival and results in the real token
ro ation time (TRR). TRR is of significance for carrying
out non-high priority message cycles. In order to
keep the system reaction time, he token target
rotation time (TTR) must be set at the start-up.
Independently of the real token rotation time (TRR),
each master station may always execute one high
priority message cycle per token arrival. In order to
perform non-high priority message cycles, TRR must
be lower than TTR at the execution instant, otherwise
the station retains non-high priority message cycles
and only transmits them at the following token
arrival. Once a message cycle is started it is always
completed, including any required retries, even if TRR
reaches or exceeds the value of TTR during the
execution.
Apart from distinguishing high and low priority
message cycles, the Profibus MAC differentiates
three subtypes of low priority message cycles: poll
list, non-cyclic low priority (application layer and
remote management services) and GAP list message
cycles. The GAP is the address range between two
consecutive master stations addresses. Each master
must periodically check the GAP addresses for
supporting dynamic changes in the logical ring.
As a basis, when holding the token, a master station
will successively handle:
1. high priority non-cyclic message cycles;
2.1 poll list message cycles;
2.2 low priority non-cyclic message cycles;
2.3 GAP list management (logical ring
maintenance).
The Profibus standard specifies that these three
subtypes underlain with the following rules. After
receiving the token, the poll list is handled after all
high priority messages have been carried out. If the
poll cycle is completed within TTH, the requested low
priority messages are then carried out and a new poll
cycle will start at the next token arrival with available
TTH. If a poll cycle takes several token visits, the poll
list is processed in segments, without inserting
requested low priority messages. Low priority
message cycles are carried out at the end of a
complete poll cycle. At most one GAP address is
checked per token visit, interleaved with poll cycles
and non-cyclical low priority messages.
Figure 2 synthesises the Profibus MAC priority
mechanism, where pl_len stands for the poll list
length.
3. TIMING ANALYSIS ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we provide the basis for the proposed
Profibus real-time analysis.
3.1. Network and Message Models
We consider a bus topology with n master stations. A
special frame (the token) circulates around the logical
ring formed by the masters (from node k to nodes k +
1, k + 2, … until node n, then to nodes 1, 2, …). We
denote the logical ring latency (token walk time,
including node latency delay, media propagation
delay, etc) as t.
Message cycles generated at run-time may be
classified as either high priority or low priority
messages. To each k master node we assume that
there are nh(k) high priority and l(k) low priority
messages streams. A message stream corresponds to
a sequence of message cycles related with, for
example, the reading of a process variable.
W  denote the ith high priority message stream
ass ciated to a master node k as Shi
(k). Similarly low
priority message streams are denoted as Slj
(k).
A high priority message stream Shi is characterised as
ShI = (Chi, Dhi). Chi is the maximum amount of time
required to transmit a message in stream i. In
Profibus this time should include the message cycle
duration and also all possible messages retries. Dhi is
the messages relative deadline, which is the
maximum amount of time that may elapse between a
message arrival and the completion of its
transmission. We consider that, in the worst case, the
deadline can be seen as the minimum inter-arrival
time between two consecutive messages in the same
stream.
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Fi . 2. Profibus MAC Priority Mechanisms.
The following high priority message stream notation
will be used:
( ) ( ) ( )( )kikiki DhChSh ,= (1)
As for low priority message streams, we assume that
only one message stream per station k, grouping all
non-real-time traffic issued by the station, is
characterised as Sl(k) = (Cl(k), nlp(k)). Cl(k) is the
maximum amount of time required to transmit low
priority messages in station k. nlp(k) is the maximum
number of non-high priority message cycles that a
station k is allowed to perform at each token visit.
The following low priority message stream notation
will be used:
( ) ( ) ( )( )kkk nlpClSl ,= (2)
3.2. Timing Analysis Approach
Real-time approaches for timed token based
protocols, such as for FDDI (Agrawal, et al., 1994;
Zheng and Shin, 1995) or for IEEE802.4 Token Bus
(Montuschi, et al., 1992), rely on the possibility of
allocating specific bandwidth for real-time traffic.
This means that a minimum amount of time is always
available, at each token visit, to transmit real-time
messages. The above-referred solutions formulate
allocation schemes according to real-time message
requirements. Conversely, in the Profibus protocol it
is not possible to allocate real-time bandwidth to
stations.
As a consequence, and considering that real-time
traffic is supported by high priority message cycles,
the non-real-time traffic may drastically affect
Profibus real-time capabilities. In fact, if a station
receives an early token (TTR -TRR > 0) and uses the
available time to transmit non-high-priority message
cycles, the subsequent stations may receive a late
token (see Profibus token passing algorithm in §2.2).
The proposed Profibus timing analysis is based on a
constrained low priority traffic profile where, by
controlling low priority traffic, for instance at the
application level, it is possible to guarantee the high
priority traffic requirements. This analysis provides a
pre-run-time schedulability condition, which is the
basis for setting the Target Rotation Time (TTR)
parameter.
Another approach, based on an u co strained low
priority traffic profile, that is considering that in the
worst case only one high priority message cycle is
executed per token arrival, has also been proposed in
(Tovar and Vasques, 1998b). Such kind of approach,
leading to smaller TTR parameters, is intended to
support message streams with shorter deadlines.
However, reducing the TTR parameter value will also
reduce the network ability to support low-priority
traffic, which may lead to an undesirable operation
mode on DCCS applications.
4. PROFIBUS TIMING ANALYSIS
The proposed Profibus timing analysis is based on
the following assumption:
· at each token arrival, any station must be
able to execute, at least, all pending high-
priority message cycles.
The proposed analysis is based on the evaluation of a
Deadline Constraint and the associated maximum
bound of the TTR parameter. In this context, the
Deadline Constraint is defined as the condition that
must be satisfied in order to guarantee that all real-
time messages are transmitted before their deadlines,
i.e., before the end of the minimum inter arrival time
between two consecutive message arrivals.
4.1. Deadline Constraint
Considering that all real-time pending messages are
to be sent at each token arrival, a deadline constraint
may be defined as:
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where Tcycle(k) stands for the maximum elapsed time
between two consecutive token arrivals.
Considering that each station is able to transmit all
the high-priority pending traffic, Tcy le(k) is bounded
by:
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which is equal for all the stations since it corresponds
to the maximum allowed amount of traffic
transferred by all the stations.
Expressions (3) and (4) can be re-written as:
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which means that Tcycle must be smaller than the
smallest real-time message deadline.
4.2. Setting the Target Rotation Time (TTR)
Considering that when the token arrives at a station k,
this station must still have enough time to transfer, at
least, its real-time traffic (as at the token arrival, the
token holding time is TTR-TRR), a minimum bound for
TTR is:
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since Tcycle is a maximum bound of TRR. We may
now rewrite (6) as,
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which is clearly shown at figure 3 (a scenario with
nh(1)=2, nh(2)=2, nh(3)=2, nlp(1)=3, nlp(2)=1 and
nlp(3)=4).
Combining (4) and (6), a minimum bound for TTR
may be given by,
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These two expressions (5) and (8) are the basis of the
proposed methodology to set the Target Rotation
Time (TTR) in Profibus based applications, in order to
guarantee its real-time requirements.
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Fig. 3. Determining the PROFIBUS TTR Parameter.
5. SOME IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we give some guidelines concerning
implementation issues. We propose two different
alternatives:
1. The first one, based on a Profibus protocol
modification, intends to control the number of
transferred low priority messages at the MAC
level.
2. The second one, based on the application
level control of low priority services, such as
application layer non-cyclical low priority
services, remote management services and a
specific remote management service (Live
List service).
5.1. Controlling Low Priority Traffic at the MAC
       Level
We define at each station k the maximum number of
low priority messages to be transferred (nlp(k)), per
token arrival. The low priority traffic is then
controlled by means of a low priority messages
counter (nlp_c). Figure 4 illustrates the proposed
protocol modification. Please refer to figure 2 for the
original protocol, where p_l n stands for the poll list
length.
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Fig. 4. Proposed Modifications of the Profibus MAC
Priority Mechanisms, at the MAC level.
5.2. Controlling Low Priority Traffic at the
       Application Layer Level
Concerning the user explicitly generated traffic, we
opt for not supporting the live list management
service. The Live List service requests the FDL status
of all stations (masters and slaves) and thus will
generate multiple frames in the network. If, in the
worst case, every master station requests a live list,
the expression for Tcycle should then be written as
follows:
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where Clive stands for a request status message cycle
length and n+s corresponds to the sum of masters
and slave stations.
Concerning low priority non-cyclical services, the
application process software must be able to accept a
Tcycle parameter, in order to control the number of
low-priority messages (nlp(k)) generated in the
station.
The expression for Tcycle must include the influence
of the GAP updating. We denote Cgap as the length of
a GAP maintenance message cycle. Expression (10)
includes such influence, considering that, in the worst
case, each station generates one GAP maintenance
message at each token arrival.
In order to support Poll List, an additional term must
be added. Notice that one should only consider small
length Poll Lists. In fact, as the user is not able to
control the Poll List messages schedule, the whole
list length must be included in the Tcycle evaluation.
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where Cpoll
(k) stands for the station k Poll List length.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have provided a comprehensive
study on how to use Profibus networks to support
real-time communication.
We have derived an operational profile within which
real-time behaviour is guaranteed constraining low
priority traffic at the application layer.
The major contribution is to provide a methodology
on how to set the Target Rotation Time parameter.
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